In addition to SmartValves, system hardware includes temperature sensors at the coil inlet and outlet. The valves and sensors track water flow rate through the coil and measure the differential temperature (Delta T) to the Surge software platform via a cellular network. The dashboard uses these data points to act as a British thermal units (Btu) energy meter, allowing operators to monitor the heating and cooling load for each coil. The system can track a number of other data points, including the pressure profile of the hydronic system it is logging, air temperature at the inlet and return, and zone air humidity.

**Optimal Facility Characteristics**

A large facility with a BAS and significant cooling and/or heating demands will benefit most from installation of the system.

**Demonstration Results & Discussion**

FlowEnergy technicians conducted a site survey to assess facility conditions and identify and measure the AHUs that will receive SmartValves. In this demonstration, the team determined that SmartValves would be installed in four AHUs in the Manhattan Civil Courthouse penthouse, while DeltaPValves were installed in three AHUs with smaller loads in the facility’s plant, garage, and basement.

FlowEnergy estimated savings as a result of the demonstration at 25% in the chilled water system and 5% for the whole building. Edison Energy, an energy services company contracted by DCAS to verify the measurement and verification of the demonstration, verified that the installation realized whole buildings savings just below the target: 4.5% for 2018 and 4.7% for 2019, or 116,480 kWh saved in 2018 and 112,074 kWh saved in 2019. The savings represent 17% of the chilled water system baseline usage.

**Recommendations for Implementation**

- While electricity savings fell short of what the vendor projected, the margin of difference was minor, and it is anticipated that savings will compound across the future. In combination with other retrofits and adjustments in operations and maintenance practices, SmartValves can help large facilities with BAS achieve greenhouse gas reduction goals.

- The cost of the demonstration was about $100,000 with an estimated simple payback period of six years, but subsequent installations are expected to be less expensive, as mechanical and electrical installation contractors gain familiarity with the process.

- Though SmartValves require little routine maintenance, proper chemical treatment of the hydronic system is required to prevent clogging pressure sensors, corrosion of valve components, and poor coil heat transfer.

- In order to avoid damage to the SmartValves, positive differential pressure must be maintained. Operators should follow the manufacturer’s guidelines for monitoring and managing the system, especially if back-flushing, back-filling or hydrostatic testing is required, or if the software platform indicates a drop in pressure in the valves.

- In this demonstration, the courthouse penthouse was already equipped with a panel that provided an analog connection between the SmartValves and the BAS. If a facility is not similarly equipped, setting up a connection should be anticipated to be incorporated into project planning and timelines.